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Palatial Gardens, pergolas and an array of
surprises, this home certainly has a lot to offer.
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Welcome
As you drive up between the secure, electric wrought iron gates and take in the beautiful 20’s brickwork you can soak up the kerb
appeal and presence of this 1926 property in all its glory.
Come in through the ornate porch, admiring the stained-glass detail and chequered black and white tiling underfoot that is so in
keeping with the era of this home. Hang up your coat and head through into the hall.
Marvel at your decadently panelled wooden surroundings in this warm, welcoming hall and decide which way to wander first……
Follow us into the effortlessly stylish drawing room. Snuggle up in your favourite armchair with a good book, or nestle down on the
sofa for a night in front of your favourite programmes. This room rings out with 1920s glamour from the inglenook fireplace to the
leaded, latticed, brightly coloured windows. This is the perfect room in which to unwind at the end of the day, and take in the last of
the sun settling on the rear garden.
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Dining with a view
Take a peek through from here into the secreted sun room, one of many joyful additions that blend modernity with tranquillity here is
your country chic hideaway. Enjoy sumptuous views over your splendid garden and let the outdoors in.
Make your way, back through to the hall and this time step through to the formal dining room. Opulence envelops you as you pull up
a chair at the table, from the carefully carved fireplace to the classic bay window which again offers views of the lush lawns. Serve up a
succulent supper to friends and family.

“They say you make up your mind within the first few minutes, and we did. It’s the feel of the
house and also the look of the house and the look of the garden. The whole package really
was perfect.”
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Culinary delights
Follow your nose through to the show-stopping open plan kitchen and orangery. Blending style with a big dose of ingenuity results
in something truly quite magical here. With modern touches sprinkled throughout to aid your convenience, such as the boiling tap,
warming drawer under the oven, range of Neff appliances and handy utility room, elements of times gone by blend beautifully to
create the homeliest of functional kitchens.
Admire the shine of the walnut flooring and the sparkle of the quartz surfaces as you approach a quaint little recess where you will
discover the most delightfully set red Aga, flanked amiably by strikingly set, built in wooden storage units. In the winter time as you
let the warmth from the Aga flow through the kitchen, why not throw in a hearty veg and sausage bake, or impress your guests with
venison in bramble sauce (don’t worry, we’ll show you where to source the plumpest, juiciest blackberries in your garden shortly).
This family-sized kitchen opens right out onto the ostentatious orangery. The natural heart of the home, overlooking the vibrant
garden, this apex-roofed, triple glazed chamber is designed with pure indulgence in mind. Recline a while with a glass of something
refreshing and soak in the light, admiring the glorious jade outdoors from within.
Before we take you upstairs, let us first indulge your senses with a trip out into your magnificent garden.
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“Summer is very much about being outside. We have
friends round, we have family round for barbeques we spend a lot of time outside.”

Your secret garden
Step through the patio doors into your enchanting garden and let the adventures begin. Every season offers a new vista, from the
sea of soft colour that washes through in spring in the blooms of the established rhododendrons and azaleas to the blaze of reds and
burnished orange as autumn settles in.
The garden is very well established, with mature planting meaning low maintenance and weeding. The lawn was originally a tennis
court when the house was built in the 1920s, and retains that Wimbledon panache to this day. If you feel the inclination, why not rest
in one of the many tucked away seating areas and treat yourself to a bowl of ripe strawberries and cream and a refreshing glass of
Pimms. Perhaps you will choose the elevated patio underneath the stone balustrades to take your morning coffee, watching the birds
flit fancifully from amongst the foliage and listening to the playful tinkling of the sparkling fountain. Or will you take shelter from the
mid-morning sunshine beneath the elegantly set pergola?
As you continue down this romantic garden you will happen upon more delights. The green-fingered will turn the same hue with envy at
the sight of the abundant vegetable garden and orchard, and will no doubt while away the hours in the quaintly painted potting shed.
Beyond, the fairy-tale adventure continues as your very own enchanted woodland beckons. Every child’s dream, packed with bluebells
and a natural stream, this garden is full of surprises and charm.
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Sleeping quarters
Come back with us, if you can tear yourself away. We have so much more to explore.
Feel free to freshen up in the downstairs wash room before climbing the stairs to the galleried landing. Time for you to choose a door
again, but really, any will do just fine, so spacious and chic are these bedrooms.
The master bedroom oozes with sophisticated grown up glamour with its range of Hammond built in units for storage, whilst the
gleaming en-suite shower room entices you in to steam away the sleep in style.
There will be no arguments over who gets the best bedroom for children or guests alike, it’s simply impossible to discern. The setting,
attention to detail and beautiful finishes all combine to provide three captivating double bedrooms.
After a busy day, draw a foamy bath in the family bathroom. Treat yourself to a glass of something icy cold and relish the sanctuary of
your situation.
Perhaps you will use the additional upstairs room as a study or even an office. This home has so much potential, with plans having
been drawn up for a fifth master suite with dressing room and en-suite.
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Out & About
Pull on your shoes and within a mere 5 minutes you are in the centre of romantic Romiley. With eateries galore in and about this area,
will you opt for Italian or perhaps a more traditional carvery?
Dog walkers will find a wealth of walks right on your doorstep, thanks to the fields and woodland backing onto the house, and
Romiley itself is surrounded by countryside.
Take a walk, feel the bite of the wind on your cheeks and reward yourself with a foamy pint at the local before heading back home to
your country chic hideaway.
Perfect for those looking for modernity, tranquillity and something completely out of the ordinary. Congratulations, you have found
your forever home.
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